






This is a revision to the original
issue and supersedes all other issues,
r
FOREWORD
This catalog is one in a series of catalogs published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center, to announce information available from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) Program.
The Introduction and Descriptive Sections explain the purpose and content of this catalog. A cumulative catalog is main-
tained by the Users Services Laboratory of the NDPF which can also furnish names of the selected Principal Investigators






EKES FIRST YEAR CUMUIATIVK U.S. STANDARD CATALOG
•EFTS FIRST YEAR CUMULATIVE NON-U.S. STANDARD CATALOG
This catalog includes data pertaining to imagery acquired by the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) from its date of launch, July 23, 1972, through the first full year of
activity. This catalog superceeds the previous cumulative catalog which supplied only
data available through May 1973. The new cumulative is complete through July 23, 1973.
Two listings of the imagery are included: an observation identification listing, and
a listing of the imagery based on geographical location - the co-ordinate listing.
Montage maps are not included in the cumulative issue. Also, the microfilm roll and
frame numbers noted refer to those rolls of microfilm prepared for the monthly issues of
the standard catalog. There will be no microfilm prepared specifically for this
cumulative first year edition.
Non-U.S. Standard Catalog - Vol. 1 Observation ID Listing
Vol. 2 Observation ID Listing
Vol. 3 Coordinate Listing
Vol. U Coordinate Listing
INTRODUCTION
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U.S. and a Non-U.S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the preceding month.
The U.S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii. The Non-U.S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U.S. and Alaska border swill normally
appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of ERTS imagery on 16 mm micro-
film is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF periodically publishes a comprehensive U.S. and Non-U.S. Standard
Catalog. These catalogs includes information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility since launch and
are normally published in lieu of one of the monthly catalogs. The 16 mm microfilm accompanying these cumulative cat-
alogs includes only new imagery not previously available on microfilm.
Catalogs and microfilm are available to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies on a routineer special
request basis. In addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs may be purchased by contacting the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, while microfilm copies may be ordered through
the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 57198.
Sections I and II of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associated micro-
film. Section in provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 Cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services





SECTION I - STANDARD CATALOGS
A. MONTHLY CATALOGS
The monthly U.S. and Non-U.S. Standard Catalogs are divided into four parts. Part 1 consists of annotated maps
which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 contains a
computer generated listing organized by observation identification number (ED) and includes pertinent information
about each image. Part 3 provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude. Part 4 iden-
tifies observations which have had changes made to their catalog information since their original entry in the data
base.
PART 1 — Satellite Coverage Maps
A series of satellite coverage reference maps is provided at the beginning of each monthly issue of the U. S. an^
Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations
listed in that catalog. The format and data content of these maps is slightly different in the U. S. and Non-U. S.
catalogs.
U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps
Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map outlines the continental U.S. and depicts the
estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number
and a cross reference, matching orbit number to initial observation ID for that path, is included. The second
map provides an enlarged view of Alaska and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which cover-
age is available. This map does not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers.
Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map
A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath for which observations are available graph-
ically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the user as to whether or not cove rage is included in the
catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended as a rapid reference to specific observations.
iv
PART 2. - OBSERVATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (ID) LISTING
The data format for the Observation ID Listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smallest number to largest.
Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1 below.


























































































KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F
C = CALIBRATION
FAIR BUT USABLE P = POOR IMAGE
2.B. Description of Data Items:
Date of Catalog Listing.
Time Frame during which imagery was processed.





Hour of Day since launch
Day since launch
Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 = ERTS B)
(5) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
(Y) Date of observation.
(7) Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.
MB) Orbit Number
(?) Latitude and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
(To) Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center,
(l 1) Image Quality, see key.
PART 3. - LONGITUDE/LATITUDE LISTING
The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The
longitude/latitude listing is arranges in the following manner:
180-0 degrees East J 90- 0 degrees North and 0 - 9 0 degrees South
followed by
0-180 degrees West j 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 9 0 degrees South
This listing is intcmlcii to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has been identified; pertinent information about it can be found by referring to
the ID listing.
Figure 1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
FIGURE 1-2
3.A. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format
1 09/30/72 COORDINATE LISTING
STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA





























































































































(7) KEYS: CLOUD COVER % — 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY — BLANK=BAND NOT PRESENT R=RECYCLED G=GOOD F=FAIR P=POOR C=CAL1BRATION IMAGE
3.B. Description of Data Items:
(T) Date of Catalog Listing
(2) Time Frame during which imagery was processed
(3) Longitude and Latitude at Observation center (Degrees and Minutes) ,
.(:
(4) Observation ID (See Figure I-l, paragraph 2.B)
Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover
Image Quality, see key
Special Keys to Data
vi
r
B. .COMPREHENSIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Periodically a comprehensive catalog is produced in place of the normal monthly catalog. This cumulative catalog includes information covering all observations acquired and processed
by the NDPF since launch and is formatted the same as the monthly catalog with the following exceptions:
1. Satellite Coverage maps are not included.
2. The Observation ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color, precision or digital products have been made.
Figure 1-5 gives an example of this expanded format.
FIGURE 1-5
Sample Observation ID Format (Comprehensive Catalog)








































































































PRODUCT TYPES ALREADY MADE.
Description of Data Items:
(T) Date of Catalog Listing.
(2_J Time Frame during which imagery was processed.
Q) Special Keys to Data.
(7) Observation ID.
*• Tens of Seconds
Minutes of Hour




100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
LANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F = FAIR BUT USABLE
P = POOR IMAGE C = CALIBRATION
R = MADE FROM RBV BANDS ONLY M = MADE FROM MSS BANDS ONLY
B = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
(Y) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
uQ Date of observation.
(7) Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.
(T) Orbit Number.
(9) Latitude and Longitude at observation.center (Degrees and Minutes).
(To) Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center.
(Vj) Image Quality, see key.
(l2) Image/Data Product availability, see key.
*• Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 =ERTS B)
vii
Section II — Microfilm
The NASA Data Processing Facility produces a high quality 16-mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed
during the preceding month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and non-U.S. segments. Each set of
microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the Catalog for
selecting desired images. Approximately 2000 images will be contained on one roll of 16mm X 100ft microfilm.
Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are limited
to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the production of
microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (.580 - .680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 images (.6 - .7
microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 9.5 in. system-corrected (bulk) image and contains the





Microfilm roll numbers contain five digits. The first digit will always be a 1 (for U. S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S.
rolls). The remaining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group.
Example: Roll number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-U. S.
roll to be produced.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
(1) Code Line Indexing
(2) Blip Encoding
viii
1. Code Line Indexing
The ERTS Microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual code
lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 20
frames of his desired image. Below is an example of the ERTS microfilm code line index graduations.



































'To utilize this system a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. ERTS imagery is
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 24x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your micro-
film reader, multiply .406 by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the spacing separations along
the bar scale, multiply .002 by the same factor.
ix
2. Blip Encoding
The ERTS microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (clear spot) at the base of each frame. This type of
encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. To use
the blip encoding retrieval system the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed in a
reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is obtained
from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read via the odom-
eter as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval the film advances and the frames
(blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted the reader stops
and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer requires the user to monitor the
odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the required frame.

































































































































































































































00557 MAY 23*'74 C98RDINATP LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8GTBR NBN-US

































































































































































































































































































NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
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C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F9R NSN-yS
07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N9./
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KEYS: CLSUD'C8VER % •
IMAGE QUALITY •,..,...
ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 = % CLSUD CSVER. «* « NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS»BAND N9y PR.rSENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED, QnG9flD. F
R-MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR9M MSS. B«MADE FR9M RBV AND MSS«
BUT USABLE' P-P89R,




CP9RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F6R N8N-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T0 07/23/73
MICR9F1LM ROLL NfW DATE CL8UD SRE
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KEYS: CLBUD CSVER %
IMAGE OUALITY ........
P.RBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 • % CCSUD cevER. *# « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKSsBAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G«G9ftD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB9R.
FR8M RBV. MsMADE FR9M MSS. B«MADE FK8M RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY ?_3t ' 74
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CSBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F0R N88-US





RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD C9VER % ........
IMAGE QUALITY •«......
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
o Te.ioo « % CLSUD COVER. *« » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.















































































r LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P













































C88RDIMATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N.US
FR8M 07/2V72 T8 07/23/73
MICR9FILM R8LL N8»/ DATE CL8.UD
P8SITI8N IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER





RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY
ABDUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS ioo • % CLBUD CRVER. •» » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8j PRESENT/REQUESTED' R=RfCYCLED. G»G8RD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE' P«PB9R.





C68RD1NATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F6R NBN.yS
FR8M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
9BSERVATI9N MICR9FILM R9LL N9./ DATE
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KEYS! CL8UD C9VER %
IHAGE QUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY HADE »'. .....
o Te 100 « % CLSUD CSVER. »» » NB, CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAfgKSiiBAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCl.ED» G»G9BD. FfFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB9R.





CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR NBN-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICRBFILM R8LL N9./ DATE CLBUD 8RE




RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS? . CLBUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY ,
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... o TB 100 « % CLBUD CBVER. ## „« NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
».,.... BLANKS-BAND NBT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED. G»G9fiD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE" P-P8&R.
















































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US











































































































































































































SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
ELEV. AZIM, ' RBV MSS B P P B P























26,1 71.5 . GGGG
21«o 178.4 GGGG















CL8UD C9VERt *« ' NS CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8T?= PRrSENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLEDt GeGSBD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P«P8BR.
....... RoMADE TR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B.-MADE.FR8M RBV AMD
00557 MAY 23/ '7* C69RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FSR N8N»us



































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P





































NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE'
R»RECYCL£D, G=G8ftD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P89R.
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oo.'57 MAY PS* C58RDINATE LISTING WITH pRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN-US
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CL8UD CBVER. ** • N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRrSENT/REQUESTEDi R-RECYCLED. G«G8ftD, F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P«P89R,
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CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAU8Q F8R NBN-US




















































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C D 0
HR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
CLBUD COVER, #* » NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
BLANKS»BAND N8T PRFSENT/REQUESTED1* R«RECYCLED, G»G9BD, F*FAIR BUT USABLE, P«P88R.
••«.,.« R»MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B«MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
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•» = N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAN « T PRrSENT/REOUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GBf»D. F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P85R,
V. MaMADE FR8M MSS. BaMADE FK9M RBV AND MSS*
C9SRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NSN-yS
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% CLSUD COVER. ** « NB CL^UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSaBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RsRECYCLED. GfGBBD, F»FA!R BUT USABLE* P-P98R.
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*<»• » NB CLBuD DATA AyAI|_ABLE«
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C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR NBN-US
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KEYS! CLByD C8VER % '.
 0 TB 100 « X C|_8UD C8VER, «« » NB Cl_6uD DATA AvAI LABl_E«
IMAGE QUALITY ,..,.,,., BLANKSaBANQ N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCL£D, G»G88D. F.FA1R BUT USABLE. P.P89R.
PSPDUCTS ALREADY MADE ROMADE FRSM RBV. MSMADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FKBM RBV AND i-iss«
00!57 MAY 33* • 74 C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALSG FOR NBN.US





















































































































































































































































CL8UD CPVER. ** » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
RLAN 8r PRESENT/REQUESTED. RsRECYCLED. G=G8ftD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P»P89«.
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C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PRSDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FBR NSN-US
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CL9UD CflVER. *» « N8 CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAN/KS«BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED'» G-GBBD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P«P99R.
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C99RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
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SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
ELEV, AZlM. RBV MSS B P P B P








































CL9UD C8vER« «* f N8 CL8UD DATA AyAILABLF..
RFSENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G«GenD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. p«P89R.
«'«....« R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRen MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS«
r 00 557 MAY ;>ji ' 7k
PRINCIPAL PS I NT BBSERVATI8N
BF IMAGE ID
L8NG LAT
CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN-US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
o T» 100 « % CLBUD CBVER. *» » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANjKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLEO. G-GBBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P»PB9R,
R»MADE FRBM RBV. MOMADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23,"74 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NON-US






































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLOUD COVER, *»- • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS«BAwD NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED. G»GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P89R.






C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN-yS
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICRBFILM RBLL NS./ DATE CLBUD BRE
P8SITI6N IN R8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUC



































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS 8 P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALITY .,,....,
HR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 « x CLBUD CPVER, »» * N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSiBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED". R«RECYCLED'. G*GBeD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P«PB9R,






































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8N-US





























































































































































































































































































A v> A T 1 A RI rM





















































































6 P P B P
C C O D
ALREADY MADE •<
00557 MAY ?3*'74 CS8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBQ FSR NSN-US


















































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































. . F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR.







































































































































































































































































































































*« « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
O O S 5 7 MAY 23* '74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR N8N-US













































































































































































































































































































































X Ci_8UD C8VER. •» « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAMKS.BANO N8r PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLED. G.G88D. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P88R.

















































































































B P P B P
C C D D
00157 MAY ?3t '74 C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
PAGE 0077















































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER % •..,...,
IMAGE QUALITY
PSSDUCTS ALREADY MADE •*>....
o TO 100 • x CLSUD CBVER. »» ? NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLED. 6«69ftD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P»PBdR.





C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL NS./ DATE CLBUD 8RE




RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % » o TS 100 » % CLBUD C*»VER. #* * NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..,.. BLANKS«BAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED, R-RECYCLED, G»GeoD, F»FAIR BUT USABLE.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ••.,».. RBMADE' FROM RBV. M»MADE FROM MSS. B«MADE FRBM RBV AND
















































































CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R N8N.US







































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % o TI? 100 » % CLBUD COVER. »» v NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
Dt RECYCLED. G»G8ftD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE'
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE .»,.... R=MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B=MADE FRBM RBV
00*57 MAY P3,'74




CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NSN-US
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
M1CR8F1LM RBLL NS./ DATE CL8UD 8RE




RBV MSS B P P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: cueuo CSVER %
I.IAGE QUALITY
ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 « x CLBUD CBVER. #*-• NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLEOi G»G8ftD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P8Sf.
FRBM RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B«MADE FKBM RBV AMD HSS»
00! 57 MAX 23*'7* C89RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL86 FBR NBN-US































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O O
.. . . . _ . . . _ . G»G9BD. FsFAIR BUT USABLEt P-PB8R,
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE ••»*•••* R«MADE FRSM RBVI MSMADE FRSM MSSt B.MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
































































CBBRDlNATr LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G FBR NBN-US



































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P









































CueUD C^VER. «» » N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS«BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G«G8ftD. FnFAIR BUT USABLE*
RBV. MiMADE FRSM MSS. B«MAOE F«8M RBV AND MSS.
00:57 "IAY 23> '74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH pRSDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FSR NBN-US



















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P








































CLBUD CSVER. ** • NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAsiKSs 8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED. G»G8flD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P"P88R.
>• R»MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FKSM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING-WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FBR N6N-US





















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS 8 P P B P








































L8UD C8VER. «"•» • NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAN &T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED. GfGBBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE" P«P8BR.
....... R.MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FHSM RBV AND MSS.
00:57 MAY ?3/'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N-US


























































































































































































































































































































































































































CL9UD CPVER, •« • NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
BAND T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED* GgG8eD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE.
R.MADE FRBM RBV, M.MADE FRBM MSS, B.MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS,
00557 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NOhUUS

















































































































































































































































































































































































































B P f B P
C C D 0
CLBUD COVER. »* »^N8 CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLA»,jKS»BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED' RoRECYCUED* G»G9ftD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE*
RoMADE FR8M RBy, M»MADE FR9M MSS. B«MADE .FK8M RBV AND MSS.




C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US

































































































































































































































































































































































































KEVS! CLBUD C8VER % ..,....,
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,..,.
P3SDUCTS ALREADY MADE
•«»...« o T9 100 = x CLBUD CSVER. •» = NB cueuo DATA AVAILABLE.
•*•«.., BLANKSnBAND Sl8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G?G8f)D. FeFAIR BUT USABLE, P»P88R.
....... RaHADE FR9M RBv. MaMADE FR8M MSS, B.MAOE FRSft RBV AND MSS«
00557 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR80UCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8N-US






















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % o TS 100 • % CLSUD cevER. «* « NS CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8r PRESENT/REQUESTED, R«RECYCLEDi G»G8SD, F«FAIR BUT USABLE, P-P89R,
HS8DUCTS ALREADY MADE •* Q«MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FKSM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 83*'74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FBR NBOJ-US



















































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CL8UD C8VER* «« t NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS«BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RtRECYCUED, G«GBBD» F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R«
































































































































































































































































































E LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FSR NSN-US











SUN SUN I.MAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS 8 P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS; CLOUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE »....«
0 T8 100 * % CL0UD CftVER. •#- « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAisiKSaBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLED» GaGgftD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE'
RaMADE FR8M RBv. MoMADE FR9M MSS. B-M.ADE FR8M RBV AND MSS.





C88RDINATE LISTtNG WITH P«8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N-US




DATE CL9UD 8KB IT SW SUN
ACQUIRED C8VER NUMBER ELEV. AZlM,
PAGE 0091
IMAGE QUALITY PR80UCTS
RBV MSS 8 P P B P















































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD C8VER % «
IflAGE QUALITY .......<
ALREADY MADE
....... o re 100 * % CLSUD CSVER. ** • NS CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
....... BLAfgKSoBAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED« G«G8ftD. FoFAIR BUT USABLE* P«P89R,




































































































































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN-US






















































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P



































CL8UD C9VER. •» • NB CLBUD DATA
^SENT/REQUESTED, R»RECYCLED, G^OSSD. F*FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR,





















































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FSR NBN.US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR9F1LM R8LL N8./ DATE CL8UD 8RBIT SUN SUN




















































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER x
IMAGE QUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
• •• o TS 100 » % CLSUD CBVER. ** « N8 CLQUD DATA AVAILABLE.
• • BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED'« G»G88D« F-FAIR BUT USABLE* e>iP88R.




'74 LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US





































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P f B P







































PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .". .....
CLBUD C9VER, »* « NB CL8|jD D A T A AyA !LABLE«
'ESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED. G.GSSD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE,
R»MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR9M MSS. BnMADE FH8M RBV AND HSS«




























































































































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N-US












































































































































































































RBV MSS 8 P P 8 P








































CL8UD C9VER. «* * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G»G8ftD, F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P68R.
.»....» R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE F«SM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 7>3t "74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PK8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G FBR N8N-US


















































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLSUD cevER. •# = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
PRESENT/REQUESTED, R-RECYCLED. G.GSRD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PSSR.










































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B 9 P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: cteuo CBVER % ........
IMAGE QUALITY •,...,».
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 • % CLBUD CSVER, *» « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
• 'i BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED', RiRECYCLED. G»G9BD, FfFAIR BUT USABLE* P-P88R,







C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN-US






RBV MSS B P P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD ceyER x ........
IMAGE QUALITY
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
0 T8 100 « X CL8UD Cl?vER. »• • N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RoRECYCLED. G«G9fiD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE- P«PB9Ri
R«MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B«MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS»




CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL6Q FOR NBN-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICROFILM RBLL NS./ DATE CLBUD BRE




RBV MSS B P P B P




































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY
P38DUCTS ALREADY MADE
o T9 100 * % CLBUD COVER. «» = NH CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSsBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«R£CYCLED. Q»G8ftO. F*FAIR BUT USABLE' P«P89R.
R-MADE FR8M RBv. M»MADE FR8M MSS. B«MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS«




CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLeuo CSVER % ........
IMAGE QUALITJr ........
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... o TS 100 • x CLBUD CSVER. •» * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•* BLAN«S.BAND N^T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED'. GiGSRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P«P88R.
.* R.MADE FRBM RBV. MOMADE FRSM MSS. B.MAOE FRBM RBV AND MSS.





CB&RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FOR N8N-JS
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































•»...., o T8 loo « % CLBUD CSVER. «# » NS CL&UO DATA AVAILABLE.
....... BLAtMXS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RtRECYCLED* G-G8SD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P»P89R.
....... R.MADE FRBM RBv. M»MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE.FR8M RBV AND MSS.
00*57 MAY 23*'74 C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NSN-yS
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 P P B P
C C O D
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
C1.8UD C*»VER« ** * N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
RESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED« G-G89D. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P*P8BRt
.....o. R.MADE FR8M RBy. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B»MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS*
r





C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R N8N»uS
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR9FILM R8LL N9,/ DATE CLBUO 8RBIT 3UN SUN







B P P 8 P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD C8VER % •,..„..,
IMAGE DUALITY ........
pseoucTS ALREADY MADE
n T8 100 « % CLBUD CSVER, ** « NS CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED. G=G9eD. FsFAlR BUT USABLE*
R.MADE FRBM RBV. M»MADE FRBM MSS. B»MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00*57 MAY P3*"74 C88RDINATC LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9Q F8R NON-US

















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD COVER % «... •«.... o TB 100 » x CLBUD CSVER, «« •• NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8y PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED5 G»G8f»D. FtFAIR BUT USABLE* P"PBBR.
P^aoucTS ALREADY MADE ....... R«MADE FRBM RBV. MBMADE FRSM MSS. B-MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.






































































CP8RD1NATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FeR NBS.US






















































































RBV MSS B f P 8 P







































CLBUD CBVER« «« • NQ cteuo DATA AVAILABLE*












































































































































































































C8BRDINATC LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FOR N6N»uS






RSV *SS B P P 8 P





































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY •«
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
0 TB 100 • % CL6UD COVER. ** = NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED. G«G8ftD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB8R.
R.MADE FRBM RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS. B«MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS*
r 00557 MAY 23*"74 C98RD1NATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN«uS
FR9M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73

















































































































































































































































































































































































































«BV MSS 8 P P 8 P








































KEYS: cteuo CBVER % ..,......%...., o TS 100 « x CLSUD CSVER. #* « N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED» G-G9BD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R.





CB8ROINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R N8N.US






RBV MSS B P P B P







































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CBVER %
IMAGE DUALITY
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 * x CI.BUD CBVER. •* * NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAIMKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»R£CYCLED, GsGBftD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P«P88R.
R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B-MADE FH8M RBV AND MSS.
00!57 MAY 23*"74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN-US












































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P 8 P






































PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE .*»....
x CLSUD CBVER. »* » N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BAND BT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RsRECYCLEDi G«G38D. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R.
RoMADE FR8M RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS»
00157 MAY ?.3i '7* CS8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8N«US



















































































































































































































































































































































































































.RBV MSS B P P B P







































C .8UD C9VER. *« « N8 CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE,
PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED. G«G9ftD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P«PB9R.
M BMADE FRBM MSS, B«MADE FRSM RBV AMD'MSS.
r 00:57 MAY 23* '74
PRINCIPAL P8INT 83SERVATI3N
8F IMAGE ' IlD
L8NQ LAT
C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NSN-yS









B P P 8 P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER •/, •
IMAGE OUA.LITY
PR8DUCTS ALREADY.MADE
....... o T8 100 » X CL8UD C9VER, ** » N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
•*•«.., BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED. G?G8SD. FfFAIR BUT USABLE, P-PB8R.
««...,, R.MADE FRSM RBV, MOMADE FRBM MSS. B-MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N86I.US






































































































































































































































































































































i m MA ri Ann DA
wW ». u VC.™ f •%• — i-* •* WLWUW **•''
PRgSFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCL



















































































RBV . MSS B P P 8 P









































































































































































































CB8RDJNATE LISTING WITH PRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G FBR NBN-US






















































































































































*» « NB CLSUO DATA AVAILABLE.



















































































RBV MSS B P P B P









OOJ57 1AY 23' '74 C99RDINATE LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FOR NSN.US
















































































































































































































































































































































































IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS .
RBV MSS B P P B P







































«« • N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
TED. RoRECYCLED. GoG9ftD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P89R,
M MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.




C&8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N8N-US
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICRBFILM ROLL NS./ ' DATE CLSUD
































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD cevER % .......i
I*AGE QUALITY •,.«••••
PSSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
0 TS 100 » % C|_8UD Cl^VER. «« » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS«BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, G«G8ftD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88Ri





























































































































































































4 rt A « W ^ ,'
CS8RDIMATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL86 F8R N6N-US













































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CL&UD cevEn % o TS 100 = % CUSUD CBVER. »* » NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRpSFiNT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED,' Q»G8ftD. F«FAI« BUT USABLE. P.P89R.
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE .i -R=MADE FRBM RBV, M»MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FKBM RBV AND MSS.





C88RDINATC LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R NBN-US































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD CBVER % .........o...
IMAGE DUALITY »...
PReoucTS ALREADY MADE •»..... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M^MADE FRBM"MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND'MSS.
o TB 100 • % CLSUD CBVER. «» « NB-CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.







C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FOR N8N.US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N9./ DATE CL8UD BRBIT SUN
P8SITI8N IN R8LL ACQUIRED C8VER NUMBER ELEV,
RRV MSS %
PAGE 0113
SUN 'IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
AZlM, RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER x
IMAGE QUALITY
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •...,.
o TS 100 » % CLBUD C^VER. «« » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSeBAND N8f PRf-S^NT/REQUESTED* R-R^CYCLED, G»GBBD.
R«MADE FRBM RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B»MADE F«8M RBV AND MSS.
BUT USABLE*
00 .'57 MAY ?3* '74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F9R









































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P








































CLED. QsGBsD. FoFAIR BUT USABLE* P.PB9R,
- S RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FSSM RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY 23/'74
PRINCIPAL PBINT SBSfrRVATieN
8F IMAGE ' IP
LBNG LAT
CeSRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C D 0
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
CLBUD CPVER. #* « N9 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS = BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED'. G9G8nD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE' P-P89K.
R«MADE FR9M RBV. MaMADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE FR8-M RBV AND MSS.
r 00!57 MAY P3t '74 C88RD1NATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATAL9G F8R N8N-US






















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % « «....» o TB 100 * x CLBUD cevER, *» 8 NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, GiGSfiD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE*.





'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N8N.US














































































































































































































































































































































































MSS B P P B P








































CLBUD CPVER. *•- » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
?FSENT/KEQUESTED» RECYCLED. G-GesD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE.












































































































































































































4 c\n m v r\
C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STAN3ARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US












































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLBUD cevER* *« » NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS*BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED'. RECYCLED. Q»G8flDe F-FAIR BUT USABLEt P«P89Rt
R«MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS«
OQS57 MAY 23*'7* C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PS8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NSN.IJS













































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P








































** • N8 CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS?BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RoRECYCLED. GiGBBD. F«FAlR BUT USABLE* P»P8BR,
R-MADE FR8M RBv. MaMA'DE FR8M MSS, B-MADE FR8M RBV AK)D MSS.






C89RDINATE LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FSR NBN.US






RBV MSS B 9 P B P




































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: .CLSUD CSVER % ........
IMAGE QUALITY •.,..,.,
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
•'• o T8 100 » % CLBUD CSVER. ** « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
••••»»• BLANKS«BAND N^T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED. GiG98D« F*FA!R BUT USABLE. P»P89R.






CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G FSR N8N«uS
FR8M 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
R8LL N9./ DATE CLOUD BRE




RBV MSS B P P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER %
IflAGE DUALITY ,
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 « x CL»UD CPVER, «« • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R.RECYCLED. G«G9fiD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P89R.
R.MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B-MADE F*8M RBV AND MSS. I
















































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G F8R N8N-US





























































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P








































CLSUD CSVER. »* * NB cteuo DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSnBAND N8j PR^SFNT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED* G»G8flD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. P"P99R,
R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'74 C86RDIN(ATE LISTING WITH pRSDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FBR NSN-US
















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































P38DUCTS ALREADY MADE .......
C SUD CSVER. »» = NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE. -
PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED* G-G8f)D. FfFAlR BUT USABLE» P«P98R.
FR9M_RBv. M«MADE FR8M MSS. B-MADE FR9M RBV AND MSS.
r 00:57 MAY 23J'74














































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US








R8V MSS B P P B P







































X CL8UD CSVERt *» « N8 CL8UO DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BANO N8y PRESENT/REQUESTED'* RECYCLED. G»G8RD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P88R.


































































































































































































































































































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N«US






RBV MSS B P P B P





































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % ........
IMAGE QUALITY
ALREADY MADE
o T9 100 « * CLBUD CPVER. »* « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G-.QSRD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P69R,
FR8M PBy. M.MADE FRSM MSS. BoMADE FK8M RBV ANt?' MSS,












































































CBBRDINATC LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9Q F8R N8N-uS












































































































































































































SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P
123 45678 C COO
10.0 80.0 GGGG
25.4 148.6 GGGG

















35.ft . 151.5 GGGG
23.s 155.6 GGGG
45.1 57.8 GGGG
















CL8UD C8VER. «* « N9 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
'F.SENT/REOUESTED. R»RECYCLED. G-GOHD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE. p«pegR.
R«MADE FR0M RBV. MoMADE FR9M MSS. B.MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY ?3*'74 C9BRDINATF LISTING WITH pRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NSN-US























































































































































































































































































































































































































CBVER. «#• = NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GoGBftD. F












































B P P B P
C C 0 0















































































C8SRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8N-US




















































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































X CL8UD C9VER. *» = N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
STED* R'RECYCLED. G-GBftD. FoFAIR BUT USABLE- P«PB8R.














































































































































































































CBQRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R NBN-uS
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICRBFILM RBLL NS./ DATE CLSUD SRBIT SUN SUN




RBV MSS B P P B P

































































































































































































































































































































































































































CLBUD CSVER % o T« 100 « % CLBUD COVER. »« « NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS»BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED. G»G8ftD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE.
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R-MADE FRBM RBV, M BMADE FRBM MSS. B«MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
_j




C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR6DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N.US




































































































































































































































































































































































































0 T8 100 • X CL8UD C9yER» »« r NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* GfQdftD. F«»FA1R BUT USABLE.
R«MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B«MADE FKSM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'74 C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US

































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLOUD CBVER. «» » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQOESTED. RaRECYCLEO. G.GBfiD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE- P«P83R.





















































































































































































































































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH .P88DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US










































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P
123 45678 C C D 0
GGG
PR8DUCTS ALREAPY MADE t......
CL8UD C9VER« ** « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED» GSGSSD








































00557 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN-uS



















































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLBUD C9VER. • # « NB cLB|jD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GeGBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE" P«P89R.
































































































































































































































































































C86RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US






R8V MSS B P P B P




































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % •
IMAGE QUALITY •......(
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
• «..... o TS 100 » % CL.BUD CSVER. «* • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
»*..... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«R£CYCUED. G«G8fj»D. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P*PB8R.
....... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M«MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS*
00:57 MAY 23*'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N-US








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N9./ DATE CLSUD 8RBIT SUN SUN







8 P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: cteuo CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY .,
PS8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
f.t.i o TS 100 « x CLSUD CBVER. *» « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
..... BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. GfGBfiD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P«P88R.











































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN^US























































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O D
p*eoucTS ALREADY MADE .» ..... RaMADE FRSM RBv, M»MADE FRBM MSS,-BaMADE FKBM RBV AND MSS«




CBBRD1NATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALdG F8R NBN-US
FRBM 07/23/72 T0 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N8./ DATE CL8UD 8RE




RBV MSS B P P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER % » o TS loo • % CLSUD CSVER. »« » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..,._ )....„, BLANKS.BAND NST PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED« GfGQRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P»PBBR«PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE R.MADE FRSM RBV. MBMADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23,'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G F8R N8N.yS






































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS 6 P P B P







































»» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,QUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G«GBRD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE.
R«MADE FRSM RBV. M»MADE FRSM MSS. B«MADE FKBM RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY 23/'74 C90RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FSR NBN-US












































































































































































































































































































% CL.SUD CSVER. «* • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.




















































































RBV MSS B P P B P






















00*57 MAY 7>3i '7* C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N.US


































































































































































•••t«,t R«MADE FRSM RBV
PAGE 0148
IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLSUD cevER. »» • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED. GOGSBD. F^FAIR BUT USABLE. P«PBBR.






















































































































































































































































































C88RDINATP LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTAN5ARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US





























































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P 8 P







































CL9UD CSVER. •« » NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLEDi G»Q8BD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P»P89R.





'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FOR NBbuus





















































































































































































































































































































































































































CLSUD CBVER, ** • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
irSENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED« G-G8flO. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P«P88R.
.«...., RaMADE FR8M RBv« MaMADE FR8M MSS, BaMADE FRBM RBV AMD MSS*
r 00:57 MAY ?3,i7ft C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US




















































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CL.SUD C8VER. »* « NS cieuo DATA A V A I L A B L E *
BLANKSsBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G«G8ftD. FfFAlR BUT USABLE" P«P88R.









































































































































































































































































































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N.US






RBV MSS B P. P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CLBUD CSVER % ,..,..«.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.....,,
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
»•»..,. o TS 100 » % CLBUD CSVER, »« • NQ CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE*
••.,..« 6LANKS«BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLEO» GiG6flD. F*FATR BUT USABLE. P«P88R«





C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FOR N8N»uS






RBV MSS B P• P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER .x .......c
IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
««0 T8 100 « % CL8UD C6VER,
BLANKS«BAND NOT
R.MADE FR8M RBV. MaMADE FR8M MSS. B-MADE FK8M RBV AND MSS.
• NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
RECYCLED. G«G8sD. FfFAlR BUT USABLE- P-P08R.
OOS57 MAY 23* '74 C68RDINATE LISTING KITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR MSN-US






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































B P. P 8 P
C C O D
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .......
CL8UD CSVER. »• » NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
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KEYS! CLBUD C8VER % «<
•• IMAGE QUALITY ....,.,,
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 » % CLBUD COVER. ** « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED; G?G6BD,
RoMADE FRBM RBv, M.MADE FR8M MSS. B«MAOE FR9M RBV AND MSS»
BUT USABI.E. P»P89R,
00:57 MAY 23*"7* CB8ROINATE LISTING WITH PRBDyCT DATASTANDARD C A T A L B Q FBR Nein.us






































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P








































CLSUO cevER. «« ? NS cisuo DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED« GsGSBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P8BR.
fttt..( R»MADE FRBM RBV. M-MADE FR8M MSS. B»«ADE F«8M RBV AND MSS.




C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R NBN-US









B P P B P




































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % *,,...«,
IMAGE QUALITY .<
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
••«...« o TS 100 • % CLBUD CBVER. #» • NQ CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•»...., BLANKSoBAND N»T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* QfQSSD. FiFAIR BUT USABLE. P«P88R..
....... R.MADE FR8M RBy. MnMADE FR8M MSS, B-MADE FR8M RBV AND MSB*
OOS57 lAY 23,'7*
PRINCIPAL P9INT 88SERVATI6N
8F IMAGE . ID
L8NCJ LAT
C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBB«uS












































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL.8UD C8VER %' ........
IMAGE DUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 • % CLBUD CSVER. »* * NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
....... BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED, G»G8RD, F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P»P88R,






C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R N8SUUS
FRBM 07/23/72 T6 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N8./ DATE CLflUD BRBJT SUN ' SUN




RBV MSS B P P B P
































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS; CLSUD CSVER % ......«•
IMAGE QUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
•«..... 0 T8 100 » X CL8UD CaVER. ««•• N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.1
•«....'• BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED? R-RECYCLED. GsGSflO. FsFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P89R,






CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F6R NBfcl.US






RBV MSS B P P B P














































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CuBuD CSVER %.•*«»••*
IMAGE QUALITY .......
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
< o TB 100 » % CLOUD COVER. #* • NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKSpBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RtRECYCLED, G-G8SD. F»FA1R BUT USABLE* P«PB8R.
....... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS.
O O S 5 7 MAY 7>3t "74 CSBRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NB0.US























































































































































































































































































SUN , BUN IMAGE QUALITY































40*7 141.6 PPPP40.5 i36.i GGGG38,5 171*5 GGGG






B P P B P
C COO
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
CCSUD COVER* «« • NU CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.,
iESENT/REOUESTED* R»RECYCLED* GsGBBD* FiFAJR BUT USABLE* P»POBR.
t•..,.< R.MA0E FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR6M MSS. B.MADE F«8M RBV AND MSS.
00157 MAY S3* '74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F6R NBS.yS













































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLBUD CBVER. ** • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAN . N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLEDi GfGBBD, FtFAIR BUT USABLE* P-P98R.










































































































































































































r 00:57 MAY 23, '.74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FOR N8N-US































































































































































































































































































































, SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRBDUCTS
AZJM. RBV MSS B P P B P









































CLSUD CBVERI »« « NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCUED:. GsGBBDt FiFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR.
....,., R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B»MADE F«8M RBV AND MSS.
00?57 MAY 23/'74 UsT!NG WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR N88«US

















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P. B P






































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER % ' o TB 100 • x CLBUD CSVER. «• » NQ CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED^ R»R£CYCLED, GfGBftD, F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB8R,
PRSDUCTS ALREAPY MADE ....... R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B«MADE FKBM RBV AND MSS.
r
00157 MAY ?.3t '74
PRINCIPAL P8INT OBSERVATION
BF IMAGE ' ID
LBNG LAT
CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR N9N-US













































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD C0VER % ........
IMAGE QUALITY *. ....,<PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS loo » % CLSUD CBVER. »# • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE^
BLANKSsBAND NBf PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED, GsGBsD. 'F*FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R.
F.R»M RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MAOE FR&M RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY 23*'7* C99W>INATe LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N98-US


























































































































































































































































































































SUN IMAGE QUAUITY PRBDUCTS
AZIM, RBV MSS B P P B P







































PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE «• .....
CLBUD CSVER. »> • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
PRESENT/REQUESTED* RECYCLED, G-GSBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE*
R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FR?M MSS. B»MADE F^BM RBV AND MSS.

















































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8&-US



























































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLBUD cevERt «» • NB CLBUO DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NBr PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R,RECYCLED'. G-GBfiD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P*PB&R«














































































































































































































00857 MAY 23* 174 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NSfcUUS





















































































































































































































































































SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS B P P B P








































CL8UD C8VER« »« » N9 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8y PRESENT/REQUESTED* R'RECYCLEDi' QBG9BDt FiFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB8R.







C88ROINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US
. FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
M.ICR8F1UM R8LL N8*/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT SUN





RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER x
IMAGE QUALITY
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
••.«•*•«•*<•«•« 0 T8 100 • X CL8UD CBVER. »# • NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE,
••*...* BLANKSnBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RgCYCUEDi G«G89D« F»FAI.R BUT USABLE*
•4..... R.MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00157 MAY 23/'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N88-US







































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS 8 P. P B P






































*« • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
CLBUD CBVER.
RF.SENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED« G«G9»o. F»FAIR BUT






CBBRDINATE: LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN.US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER x ........ o TS loo » x CL&UD CBVER* *# • N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*''
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS*BAND NST PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECVCLED* GSGBBD. F*FAIR BUT USABLE. p»P8»R.
PRSOUCTS ALREADY MADE ..,.,., R.MADE FRBM RBV. MPMADE FRBM MSS. B-MADE FRBM RBV AND
OOS57 MAY 23*'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBQ F8R NBN»US

















































































RBV MSS B P P B P



































CL8UD CBVER. *« * N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLEDi GtGSBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P88R.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































C9BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA





































































































































































































































































































































B P P 8 P
C COO
KEYS: CLBUD CSVER % «.....•.••...., o re 100 • x CLBUD CBVER, *« • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY . ..... *..*..,.. BLANKS. BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLEDI GiGBBD.
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE •»,..., R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AKJD MSS.
BUT US»BLE» p«PBBR.
00557 MAY 23, »74
PRINCIPAL PBINT SBSpRVATlBN
- 8F IMAGE ID
L8NG LAT
C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR&DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R N8N-US









B P P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER x
IMAGE QUALITY
PRBDUCTS ALREADY NIADE
,..*.....•.....« n TB 100 « x CLBUD CBVER. *» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•« BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESFNT/RE(WESTEO» R«RCCYCLED. G«GenD» F»FAIR BUT USABLE*
....... R.MADE FR8« RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B«MADE F«BM RBV AND MSS,














































































C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FBR NBH-US





RBV MSS B P P B P







































_ . . . _ - _ - _ . ________ ._ _________ . , ... IT USHBLE. P»PB8Ri












































































































































































































































































































































00557 MAY 23/'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FSR NSN.US



















































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O D
KEYS: cteuo CSVER x • o TS 100 « x CLSUD CSVER, »»• • NS cL8uD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.G88D. F.FAIR BUT USABLEi P.P88R.


















































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH f»R9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FOR N8N-US




























































































































« f*ri « v ^i














































































































































































































































x CLBUD CBVER* •* • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAN D O  PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED'i GsGQBD. FfFAIR BUT US*BLE« P»P88«.
....... R.MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS»
OOS57 MAY S3*'74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N.US























































































































Ci_BUO C8VER. »« • N8 CL8yD DATA AVAILABLE*
,.. BLANKS.BAND N8T PReSENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. Q.G8BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P88R,




























































































































































































































































































r 00157 MAY S3* '7ft














































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER x »f.... o TS 100 «> % CLSUD COVER* *• • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE!.
eoaiM.
 To » oc.riw «»« --- B^AN"<S»BANO N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. GiGSfiP. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R,PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT -DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN.US











































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P





































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % o TS 100 • % CLSUD COVER, •* « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS»BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RsRECYCLEDi 6§G88D. FpFAIR BUT USABLE* P»PB8R»





'74 C88RD1NATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FOR N8N-US


















































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C D 0
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
CLBUD CBVER, *« § NB, CLBUO DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND.N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RiRECYCLED* G»G8ftD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P«PB8R«





C88RDJNATE LISTTNQ WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALSG FOR N9SUUS






RBV MSS 8 P P B P









































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYSS CL8UD C8VER %
IMAGE QUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
• * o is 100 • x CLBUD cevER. *» • NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE*
• ••• BLANKS-BAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R'RECYCLED* GiGSBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88«.
•• R«MADE FR8M RBV. M.MADE FReM MSS. B.MAOE FRBM RBV AND MSS.






CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US












































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS? CLBUD CQVER % ....,..,.»
 0 TB 100 » % CIBUD CBVER. «• • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE!.IMAGE QUALITY •* BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R?RECYCLED. G-GBBD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P»PBBR.PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE .* R.MADE FRBM'RBV. -M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE PRBM RBV AND Kss.
00:57 MAY 23*'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL6G F8R N8N-US






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































CLBUD CBVER, *» • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
flLANKS.BANO NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED» GiGBeO. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR,
.« R.MADE FR8H RBv, M.MAOE FR8M MSS. B-MADE F"8M RBy AND MSS.














































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBQ FOR NON-US


















































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P













































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8S-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N8./ DATE






B P P B P




























































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYSS CL9UD C8VER X ». *.,.., o T-8 100 - X C.L8UD C9VER. *« • N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY, ,. BLANKS.BAND N8r PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R«RECYCLED* GiGBSD. F.FA1R BUT USABLE. P-P8BR.

















































































\» '74 C8BRDINATE1 LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FOR NBN-US























































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P 8 P












































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH pRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR N8N.US









B P P B P

































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER % ........
IMAGE QUALITY ........PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... 0 T8 100 • X CL8UD C8VER. •• » NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
....... BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R»RECYCLED. GfGSftD. FiFAIR BUT USABLE1, P«P88R.
RsMADE FR8M RBv. MnMADE FR8M MSS, B.MADE F^SM RBV AND MSS.













































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FSR N0N»US






 ' ..•»•...!PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE •*,....
PAQC 0873
IMAGE QUALITY PMDUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B f







































« NB'CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RiRECYCLED-, GeGBgD. F»FA!R BUT USABLE* P»PB8R.











































































































































































































































































































































C88RDINATE LlST'INQ WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STAN9ARD CATAL9Q FflR NB8.US





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O D
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •*••>*'
CLBUD CBVER. •«•• NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLA|gKS« N T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. GiGgsD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE*
FR0M KBy. MoMADE FR0M MSS, B.MAOE FR0M RBV AND MSS.




C88RDINATE'LISTING WITH PR8DUCT >
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73












































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: cieuo CSVER % «.,..,.,
IMAGE QUALITY ....,.,,
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
TS ioo « % CLSUD CSVER. «« » NB CLBUO DATA AVAILABLE.
PAGE 0275
IMAGE QUALITY PRBDUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B P










































OOS57 MAY 23* »74
PRINCIPAL P8INT BBSpRVATIBN
8F IMAGE • ID
LBNG LAT
C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYSS CBVER ,X ...... «QUALITY .......
AL.REAOY' MADE
'•• o TB loo « % CLBUD CBVER, ** • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
'•'• BLANKSsBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R»RECYCLED, GsGBftD. F«?FAIR BUT USABLE. P»P88R«
*• R-MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B-MAOE FK8M RBV AND MSS»
OOS57 MAY 23,"74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NSN-yS





























































































































































































































































































. e MR r



























































































































RBV MSS B P P B P








































G=G8»D. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P98R.
.MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B««ADE FR8M RBV AND MSS*






C9&RDINATE LISTING WITH PRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US
FR9M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
M1CRSF1LM R8LL N8*/ DATE CLBUD 8RBIT SUN SUN







B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CL8UD C8VER % •.,...,.
IMAGE DUALITY • ••
~ " ' ALREADY MADE
•«...,. 0 TS 100 • % CC9UO COVER. *« * N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
•• BLANKS»BAND N8r PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«R£CYCLED« G»G8»D. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P«P88R«





















































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US




























































































































RBV MSS 8 P P B P







































CLSUD CRVER, «« • NB cteuo DATA AVAILABLE.
PRESENT/REQUESTED' R-RECYCLED'. G»G8fiD. FoFAIR BUT USABLE* P-P8BR.
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RBV MSS B P. P .8 P





































































































































































































































































































































































































































••*.... 0 TB 100 » X CL8UD CBVER. «« » N8 cLBjO DATA AVAILABLE*
••«...» BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. ReRECYCLED. G.G88D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R.
..,.,., R.MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS.
r 00557 MAY 23*'74 C98RQINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBQ F8R NBN-US




































































































































































• •«••••• o TB 100 '« X C|_
....... t BLANKS-BAND NBT
PAQE 0339
IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B P
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C0BRDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATA
STAN9ARD CATALOG F8R N9N-US
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KEYS: CLBUO CQVER %
IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .*....,
n Te 100 • x CLSUD CSVER* »**» NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R'RECYCLEDi G«G9ftD« F»FAJR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR.
R.MADE FR8M RBv. MaMADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS*
















































































C69RDINATE LISTING WITH PReDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN"US
FR6M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
MICR8FILM RBLL N9.X DATE CL8UD

























































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P











































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALITY «.
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... o TB loo » % CLBUD CBVERI «« « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
• i...., RLANKSeBAND NBT PRESF.NT/REOUESTED* R«RECYCLED. G»GBRD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB9R,
....... R.MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE f«8M RBV AND MSS.
00!57 MAY 23*'7» C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FBR N8N-US



















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P






































PRBDUCTS ALREADY HADE .......
CLBUD CQVER. #« « NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLEDi G«GB8D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P«PB»R.








C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8N.US
FR8M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N8./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT SUN SUN




RBV MSS B P P 13 P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER x ........
IMAGE QUALITY ........
pReoucTS ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 » x CLBUD CBVER. »« • NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSsBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RiRECYCLEDi G«G8«D. FtFAIR BUT USABLE* P*P88R.
R»MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B-MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'7k C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR.8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR NBN-US







MICRBFILM R8LL N8./ DATE CLBUD
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KEYS: CLSUD COVER %
IMAGE DUALITY ........
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
•»..... o TB 100 • * CLBUD CBVER. *« « NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•• BLANKS.BAND NBj PRfrSENT/REQU&STED'. R«RECYCLED» G«GB8D. F*FAIR BUT USABLE* P»PBBR.
....... R.MADE FRBM RBV, M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE .FSBM RBV AND MSS.













































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FBR NBH.US
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OOS57 MAY 23,»74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US
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KEYS! CLBUD C8VER % ... 0 TB - 0 LBUD C9VER, #• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE-QUALITY ...*...., BLANKSiBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RfRECYCLEDi GiGBSD. FfFAlR BUT USABLE* P»P8flR.
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE" FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B-MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
r




CBBRDINATE UlSTING WITH PRBOUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F6R NBW.US






RBV MSB B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD COVER % o TB 100 » x CLBUD CBVER* ** • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.....», .1..... BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RfRECYCLEDS GfQBBO* F*FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R.
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE .*..... REMADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE .FRBM RBV AND MSS*
00557 MAY 23,'74 C08RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FOR NBN«l|S
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KEYS: CLBUD CBVER x •..,,.,.,*...., o TB 100 <• x CLBUD CSVER. «» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCIEDV G»G9«0. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P«PB»R.PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE ••*..... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE ^RBM RBV AND MSS. •















































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N«t)S
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vtouuu L.UVL.K * • • • t t • . f ••> • t t • I a TO iOU  * V.UOWU B fcKt »#  INP CUBUD U«l* AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY >.,..........., BUNKSuBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECMCLEDk GfGBsD* FfFAIR BUT US*BLE» P»P89R(
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE .* R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE USTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N9S«uS
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KEYS: CLSUD COVER % •••* o re 100 • x Cteuo C»VER« •« § NS cueuo DATA AVAILABLE.
.  PRESENT/REQUESTED* RfRECYCLEDi G«GB8D« FiFAIR BUT USHBLE* P»P88R.






C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N8N.US
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/7i
R8LL N»./ DATE CL8UD 8RE
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KEYS: CLBUD CSVER x
IMAGE QUALITY
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
•>«•«•*«•».<••• o TB 100 * x CLBUD COVER. «« • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BANO N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLEDS GfQBBD. FfFAIR BUT USABLE. P'fPBB'R.





C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DU.CT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N88«US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % .......i
IMAGE QUALITY
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE
'*•••... 0 T8 100 » X CL8UD CI9VER. »» « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
'• BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RoRECYCLED* G»G8fiD, F*FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R,
















































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR6DUCT DATA
•STANDARD CATALBG'FOR NBBUUS
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CL8UO CSVERt «* « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
. ^SENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLEDX GiGssD. FIFAI'R BUT USABLE.
RuMADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MAOE FH8M RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH pRSDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NB&.US



























































































































































































































































































SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PR8DUCTS
ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS B B P B P
123 45678 C C D D
50.7 89.2 GQGG
50.5 153*4 GQGG


































39.8 136.6 GGGG M
28.4 75,5 PPPP
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •t....
CLOUD cevER» •• • NS CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE!
BLANKS. BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECVCLEDi G»G8»Df F*FA1R BUT US#BUEt





CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL6G FOR NBN-jS
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KEYS: CLSUD CSVER x ........
IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
• »...». 0 T8 100 » % CL9UD C9VER. ** • N8, CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
•'•...., BLANKS»BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED'. GcGSBD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P»PB8R.

































































































































































STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N»uS









































CL8UD C9VER. *• «. N8 cLSuD DATA AVAILABLE.


































































































































































•« ..... R»MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FKOM RBV AND MSS.
PAGE 03*2
IMAGE QUALITY PR80UCTS
RBV MSS B P P 8 P






































OOS57 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F6R NBBUUS


















































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O O
CLBUD CBVER» •• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
ESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. GuGQaD. F«FA!R BUT USABLE«
MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B»MADE FRBM RBV AMD MSS.
00857 MAY 23* CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR9DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN.US
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PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE ......
CLBUD CSVER. «, « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS=BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLEDi G-GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE.





C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FOR N8N«US

































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD CSVER % ,.,....<
IMAGE QUALITY •......<ALREADY MADE
«*..*.. 0 T8 100 » % CL9UD C0VER* *« » NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
....... BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RfRECYCLED.- GiGSBD. FpFAIR BUT USABLE. P*P88R.
....... R.MADE FR8M RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B«MAOE FR8M RBV AND MSS.




C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR&DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FBR NSS-US
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
MICRBFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CL9UD BRE






•RBV MSS B P P 8 P

































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CBVER x .......i
IMAGE QUALITY ,
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE .. .....
o TB 100 • x CLBUD CBVER. »* • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS«BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED". R-RECYCLED* G-GSsO. F«FAIR BUT USABLE.
R.MADE FR8M RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B-MADE FKBM RBV AND MSS.













































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US










































































































































































































































































































































CLBUD CSVER. »« » NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE,
BLANKS«BAND N^T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RoRECYCLEDS GsGBfiD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R.R-MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
00!57 MAY 23,'74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NB8-US
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KEYS: CLOUD CSVER % o TB 100 « % CLBUD CSVER. •» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSoBAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* G»GBSD. FpFAIR BUT US*BLE« P-PBBR.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE «*..... R*MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B«MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.




C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICRBFiLM ROLL N8./ DATE






RBV MSS B f f B P




































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD C8VER X ...............
 0 T8 100 • X Q.&UD CSVER. *« » NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RtRECYCLED, Q«G9»D» F>FA!R BUT USABLE* P»P88R.







C89RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9Q F6R NBRI-US






RBV MSS 8 P P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLQUD C9v£p * °..............
 0 79 100 • % CL8UD CBVER. *# «• NB, CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ .'i..... BLANKS«BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLEDS G-GBfiD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE. P»PB9R.





C88RDINATE LlSTTNG WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FBR NBfeUUS






RBV MSS B R P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY >.
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
.» o TB 100 » x CLBUD CBVER. ** » NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•* BLAK'KSoBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLEDS GsGBBD. FfFAlR BUT USABLE. PoP88R.





C88RDINATE LUTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US






RBV MSS B P P B P




































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER x
IMAGE QUALITY .......
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
..,....«*«.*,«. 0 TB 100 • X CL8UD COVER. *» • NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED1* RcRECYCLED. G«G8SD, F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88«.
R«MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS, B-MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
















































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FOR N8N-US
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PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE • •»t • • *
PAGE 0353
IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B P







































% C|_8UD C9VER. *» « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R?RECY,CLED« GfiGegD. FfFAIR BUT US*BLE» P-PB8R.










































































































































































































OOS57 MAY 23* '74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R NBN-US
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CLBU.D CBVER. «* • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R«RECYCLED. GsGeeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P98R.
































































































































































































































































































C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN-US













































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD CSVER % ,.....,.
IflAGE QUALITY ,......,
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
•• o TB 100 • x CLBUD CBVER, *« « NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•« BLANKS.SAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED, R«RECYCLED% G-G8SD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P«P68R,





CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBfeUUS
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PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •
CL8UD C9VER. ** « N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLAMKS«BANO N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* 6*0880* F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P«PBWR.
• R.MADE FRBM «BV. M BMADE PRSM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.


































































































































































C89RDJNATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R NBN-uS
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c coo
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
CLBUD csvERt •* • NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.ieSENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* Q.G8BD. F»FAIR BUT USABLEt P»P»9R.

































































































































































........ n TB 100 « % Cl
C88RDINATE LISTING HITH P&8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBQ F8R NBN-US
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KEYS! CLBUD CS.VEf? X 'o CL8UD C8VER, *• • N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED* G?G88D. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P"P88R.
PS8DUCTS ALREADY MADE .«..,., R«MADE FRSM RBV. M»MADE FRSM'MSS. B.MADE PRBM RBV AND MSS.




C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FSR NSN-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R6LL N8./ DATE CLBUD BRE




R8V MSS 8 P P B P

































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CUBUD CSVER % .......<
IMAGE QUALITY .... ....
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... o TS 100 » % CLBUD CSVER. »« « NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•;....» BLANKSoBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R-RECYCLEDt G-GBRD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R,





C8BRD1NATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US
FR8M 07/2-5/72 TO 07/23/73
MICRBFILM RBLL NQ./ DATE CLBUD BRE
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KEYS: CLSUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALtTY
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE .......
o TB 100 • % CLBUD CBVER. ** • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED. G-GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR.
R-MADE FRBM RBv. M.MADE FR8M MSS. B.MADE FK8M RBV AND MSS«




LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR NdS-uS











































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 T8 100 • % CL8UD CftVER. *«'• NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS»BAN0 NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCIED, GsGBsD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE.
R.MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY S3t '7*
PRINCIPAL P9INT 83S(rRVATlBN
8F IMAGE . • ID
L8NG LAT
C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R NBB-US













































































































































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O D
KEYS? CLBUD C8 X
 0 T 1 • X L8UD C8VER* «« • N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED'. R»RECYCLED. G»G8sD. FiFAIR BUT USABLE. P»PB8R,
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FRBM RBV, M.MADE FRSM MSS. B»MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.




CBBRDlNATe LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBQ FBR NBN-US
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STANDARD CATALBG F8R NBN-US
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
MICR6FILM R6LL N8./ DATE. CLBUD 8RBIT SUN
PBSITIBN IN R8LL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER ElEV.





RBV MSS B P P B P
































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % ........
IMAGE DUALITY ........
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
•'• 0 T8 100 • X CL8UD C8VER* »» » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
•»,.... BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCUEDi GfGBSD. F.FA1R BUT USABLE. P»P8BR.







C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: cteuo cevE» % o TS 10.0 • x CLSUD CSVER, •« « NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALTTY BLANKS.BAND NST PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLEO* GSGOBD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE •» R«MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B-MAOE FKBM RBV AND MSS.
00:57 MAY ?3t C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R NBN-US



















































































RBV MSS 8 f P B P







































CL9UD C9VER* »» » NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED'* RtRECYCLED* GtG8fiD» F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R.


























































































































































































































































































00557 MAY ?3" C88RDINATE UlSTlNQ WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N88-US


















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MS8 B P. P B P







































CLBUD CBVER* «« § N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSiBAND N8y PRgSgNT/REQUESTED* R»R|CYCUEDS QiQBRDt FiFAlR BUT USABLE*
FRBM RBV* M.MADE FROM MSS, a.MADE FRBM RBV AND
PPP
00557 MAY 23>'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN«US




































































































































































































































































































































































































MSS B P -P B P






































KEYS: CLOUD CSVER x ...........,.,,
 0 JQ 100 * x CLBUO CBVER. •«• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY >..•.•••••..... BliANKS»BAND NBr PR^NT/REQUESTED* RtRgCYCLEDi G«G9dD. FsFAlR BUT USABLE* f»tP9»R«
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •*..... RIMADE FRS-M RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B-MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.




CeeRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F6R NBN.US






RBV MSS B 0 P B P


































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALITY
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TB 100 • x CLBUD CSVER. •* * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
• •*..... BLANIKSfBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RfRgCYCLED* G-G8BD, F«FAIR BUT USABLE, P»P9BR.
•»...., R.MADE FR9M RBV. M.MADE FR9M MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS*
00857 MAY 23>'74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT OAT*
STANDARD CATALBQ FOR NSfcl-US



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P 9 P







































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER % • • .«,««*>* o TO 100 « x CLBUD CBVER, •» • NQ CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE oUALrrr «*«»,..., BLANKS.BAND NST PRESENT/REQUESTED* R*RECYCLEDS o»G88D« F»FAIR BUT USABLE* p»P88R.





























































































































































C9BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN.yS


































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % •,,•*••••»,,,,,
IMAGE QUALITY •.....,.,*,.,,,
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •*.....
o TS 100 • x CCBUD CBVERI •» t NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
SLANKSsBAND N8T PRgSfNT/REQUESTED* RiRECYCLEDJ GfG88D. FiFAIR BUT USABLE. P»P89R.
R.MADE FRBH RBV. M.MADE PRBM MSS. B»MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS>
OOS57 MAY 23* '74 C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8SUUS
























































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































IMAGE QUALITY ,...,«.<*...., BLAsjKS-BAND N^T PRESENT/REQUESTED'. RcRECYCLEDi GiGBBO. FiFAlR BUT USABLE*






C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FBR NBN.(jS






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER x ...............
 0 TS 100 « x CCBUD CSVER. *« • NS CLBUD 'DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY «... BLANKS-BAND NBf PRgSgNT/REOUESTED* RtRgCYCLEDii GtGB§D. FiFAlR BUT U8*BLE» P-»P88R.






C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NB&«U3






RBV MSS 8 P< P B P





































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVCR x ••• •»....»
IMAGE QUALITY ».,......*....,
PR80UCTS ALREADY MADE .......
o TS 100 * x CLBUD CBVER. *, e NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS«BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED» GiG8«D. F«FAIR BUT USABLE*R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM- MSS. B.MAOE FROM RBV AND MSS*
00'-57 MAY 23/ '74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR N&S-US








































































































































































































































































































































































RBV M88 B P P;8







































KEYS'. CL8UD C9VER % o TB 100 • X CL8UD COVER* *•- » N8 CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE.
.. BLANKS.BAND NBT> PRESENT/REQUESTED* R*RECYCLED« GsGBBD, FiFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R.
PS8DUCTS ALREADY MADE «*...,. R.MADE FRSM RBV* M.MAOE FRSM MSS. B-MADE FROM'RBV AND MSS»
00557 MAY 23* »74 C88RDJNATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9Q F6R N88.US




























































































































































....... R-MADE FRBM RB\
PAGE 0418
IMAGE QUAUITY PRODUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B P






































CLOUD CSVER. *« T. NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS. BAND MS? PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED* Gt&BeD. F»FAIR BUT US»BLE. P»PBBR.














































































































































































































CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FBR N8N-US















































































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P






































pseoucTS ALREADY MADE .......
% CCBUD CRVER. #* * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
^SENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. GfOssD. F«FAIR BUT USIBLE*. P-PBSR.
R.MADE FROM RBV, H.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE F«BM RBV AND MSS.
00.'57 MAY S3t '74 C9BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FSR N8N.US









































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CL8UD CBVER, #» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED-, R«RECYCLED» GiG99D, F>FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R,


















































































C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAUBQ F8R NOW.US







































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C C O D
n
M
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE •«
CLBUD COVER* ** • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*BLANKS. BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLED» QeQSBD.
R.MADE FRBM RBv. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B*MADE FRBM RfiV AND MSS»
BUT USABLE. P-P98R.
00157 MAY ?3 / ' 74
PRINCIPAL P8INT SBSf rRVATlBN
6F IMAGE 10
L8NG LAT
CS8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8SUUS






RBV MSS 8 P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLBUD CSVER x *• o TS 100 • x CLSUD cevCR, «» a "Q CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND N8T PRpSENT/REQUESTED* R-RECVCLED', GiGSSD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P89P-.






C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL6G F8R NBN-US
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FIL.M R8LL N9./ DATE CLBUD 8RE































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CLSUD C8VER %
IMAGE QUALITY •• <
PS9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS loo » % CLSUD cevER, »* » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS«BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCL.EO, GfGBflD. FtFAlR BUT USABLE. P»PBBR.





C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8N-US






RBV MSS B p P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD C8VER %
IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .......
0 TS 100 « X CL8UD C9VER* *• » N8 CL9UD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLED%- G*G8»D. F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P89*.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 1 r\r\ m * r
DARD CATALOG F8R N8N-US





















































































































































































































































6 P P B P
C C O D
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
CLOUD cevER. «» * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
*E:SENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G-GBBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE- P»PBOR.
.-• R.MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. B»MADE FR8M RBV AND MSS.
OOS57 MAY 23*'7ft C88RDINATE LIFTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R NBN-US











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER % *,<
IMAGE DUALITY «.,
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
.•• o TB 100 « x CLBUDI CBVER, •* • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
....... BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCUEDt GiGOBD* F*?AIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R.





C6BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FSR Ne&uus






B P . P B P









































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYSS CieUD COVER % *.....«.<«..... o T6 100 • X CC8UO C8VER, ** f N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *., BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RtRECYCLEDi G»G8»D, FiFAIR BUT USABLE* PtP8BR«
ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV* M.MADE FRSM MSS* B.MAOE FROM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NON-US



























































































































































































































































































































































































































C SUD cevERi ** « NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLAN t AN 8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED* GiGgeD*
R«MADE FR8M RBv* M«MAOE FR8M MSS. B«MADE P«8M RBV AND MSS»
PAGE 0430
IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
RBV M8S B P Pi B P














































C88RDINATE UlSTINQ WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBQ F8R NBN-yS















































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL9UD C8VER % > o T8 100 « X ClBUD C9VER. *• « NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKSfBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RtRECVCLEDi GtGBBD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE.
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE .*..... R.MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B^MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
00!57 MAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR90UCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FOR N8N.US




















































































































































































































































































































































































































B P, P B P
C C D D
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
cevER. •# • NO CUSUD DATA AVAILABLE.





C88ROINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FOR NB&UUS









































































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































CLBUD CSVER. •» § NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RtRECYCLEDi G-G8BD. FdFAIR BUT USABLE. P»P»8*«






C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBfclpUS








B P P: B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CBVER % -.
IMAGE QUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
•• o TB 100 • % CLBUD CSVER, •» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQU€STED» R«RECYCLEDi G«G89D, F*FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P88**





C88RDINATE" LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR N8N»LlS
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM R8LL N8./ DATE CLBUD &RE




RBV MSS B P P B P

































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS; CLSUD CSVER % •......•
IMAGE QUALITY ..,....<
PR9DUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 * x CLSUD CPVER. «* • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BANO N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RtRECYClED* GsGBftD. FtFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR.





C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN«uS

























































































































































































































































































































CLSUD cevtR. «* • NS CUBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCUEDi G-G8BD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P88R.




































































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALSQ FOR N8N.US






RBV MSS B P P B P



































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER % ........
IMAGE DUALITY ........
p*eoucTS ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 • x CLBUD cevER. «* § NB cueuo DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND N8r PRESENT/REQUESTED. RsRECYCUED. G»G8BD. FnFAlR BUT USABLE. P*.P8BR.
R-MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FRBH RBV AND MSS*




CS9RD1MATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL9G*F8R N8M-US-






B P P B P




























































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: cueuo cQyER x
IMAGE QUALITY •«.••••«ALREADY MADE
•••..,« o TS 100 " x CLBUD ceyER* •» • MS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
• V BLANKSaBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED'* G«G8BD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE*
....... R«MAOE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.«MADE FROM RBV AND MSS*


















































































C80RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US
























































































































































































































































































































































B P P B P
C CDD




















CLOUD CSVER. •• • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NBT.PRESENT/REQUESTED.. RSRECYCLED* G^GQBD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE. P«PBBR.
R.MADE FRBM.RBv. M.MAOE FROM MSS. B.MADE F*BM RBV AND MSS»
OOS57 MAY 23>'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STAN3ARD CATALOG F8R N9N»US





































































































































































































































































































































• N8 CLBUD DAI
PRESPNT/REOUESTEDt R.RECYCLE
SUN


























































































































B P P 8 P
C COD





C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBQ FOR NBN.US


















































































































































































































































































































































































































B K P B P
C C O O
KEYS: CLBUD CB % . * .» ..• o S « x L.BUD CBVER* •* t NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS^BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED! RtRECYCLED.- GiGOBD. FtjFAlR BUT US*BLE» P-PBSRt
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE ....,.• R«MADE FRBM RBV. M»MADE FRSM MSS. B»MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00557 MAY S3*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F0R NBS-US














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ff P B P
C O O
PRBDUCTS ALREA'DY MADE ••,,,., R«MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B«MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
r






C98RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N8N.US













































































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLOUD CSVER % ......».
IMAGE QUALITY .......
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE .......
o TB 100 « % CLSUD CSVER. »* t NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R»RECYCLED. GfOaeo. F»FAIR BUT USABLE*
R.MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS, B-MADE F«BM RBV AND MSS.
00:57 MAY 23*'7ft COORDINATE LISTING WITH P«$PVCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG rex n8w«us















































































































































































































100 • x CL























































































































































































































































PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .i
CLSUD cevER. *» • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
OT PRESENT/REQUESTED1* ^RECYCLED'. G«GenD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P08R»
R.MADE FROM RBv. M.MADE FROM MSS. B.MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.















































































C8BROINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N86U|jS











































































































































































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P B P







































KEYS: CLSUD CS * .. .. ., TS SUD COVER* *• « NB cueuo DATA AVAILABLE.
1
 *..... NK OT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RtRECYCLED. GaGg^D, F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P»PeeR.











































































































































































































1 rir\ • v r<
ceepoI.NATE UISTINQ WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FOR NBN-uS











































































































































































































RBV MSS B P P. B P








































CL.BUD cavERt «« • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED* G»G8flD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P08R.

















































































C88RDINATE LISTING- WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR N8N-US

















































































































































































































































































































































































B P P 8 P
C COO
KEYS: CLSUD CS B x CUBUD CBVER* •« •* NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
RESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCUED. G-GSSD, F»FAIR BUT USABLE.
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R»MADE FRBM RBV, M.MADE FRBM MSS, B*MADE ^RBM RBV AND MSS.
00*57 MAY 23*'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR N8IUUS




















































































•RBV MSS 8 P P B P







































CSVER, •» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R^RCCYCLEDi G«G8aD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P«PB8R,































































































































































































































































































C89RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N8N-US
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KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % o TS x CCBUD-CBVER. *# w NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED, GiG8fiD. FtFAlR BUT USABLE* P»P88«.
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CLSUD CBVER. »• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
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CLBUD CBVER, •* • NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RsRECYCLED* Q.QSBD* FpFAlR BUT USABLE* P«P8»R.
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STANDARD CATAl.eS FOR N88*US
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
MICRBFILM R8LL NB./ DATE CLBUD
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KEYS: CLSUD COVER % ............... o Te 100 • % CLOUD COVER. •• • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED". R«RECYCLED* G«GBfiD. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P8B*.
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FROM^-MSS. B-MADE FROM RBV AND MSS.
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STANDARD CATAL8G FBR NBN.US "
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^QUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GfGOSD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE' P-P89R.
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STANDARD CATALOG F9R NBN-US
• FR9M 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
KEYS:
P38DUCTS ALREADY MADE • * • • •
PAGE 0*53
IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
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STANDARD CATAL8G FBR NBN-US
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KEYS: CLSUD CSVER %
IMAGE QUALITY •....»••
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE •* .....
o TB 100 • % CLBUD CSVER. •• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS-BAND N8r PRESENT /REQUESTED* R«RECYCLEDf G«G80D. F»FAIR BUT USHBLE* P-P88R.
R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B-MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
r
00557 MAY 23* »74 C8BRDINAT£.LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
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PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE •* R.MADE FR8M RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS. BiMAOE I'RBM RBV AND MSS. '
OOS57 MAY 23*'74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT .DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN*>US
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00!57 MAY 23* C9BRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FBR NON.US
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CLBUD CBVER. •• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCLED» G*G8BD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P«P89R.
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KEYS; cueuo C&VER x *..... o TB too • x CLBUO cevER, *• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY «. ..*..... BLANKS-BAND N8r PRESENT/REQUESTED, R-RECYCLEDi GsGBftD. F«FAIR BUT USftBLE* P-P8BR.
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE •*..... RPMADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00! 57 HAY 23*'74 C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALBG FB.R NBRUUS
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KEYS! CLBUD C .. ........ o S 0 » BUD CSVER. «• • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSiBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RfRgCVCLEDi,' GsGBftD. FnFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P88R.PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE ....,., R.MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B^MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00157 MAY 23*'7* CB8RDINATE UlSTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F6R N8&UUS
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I CBVERt •• • N8 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE*





'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
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KEYS: CLBUD CB x
 0 T  1 • * CLBUD CBVER. «• « NB CLBUD DATA
BLANKSoBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED» GtGBftD. FiFAIR BUT US&BLE* P-PBBR.PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE •;.=... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS.
00*57 MAY 23,'7* C88RDJNATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F6R N8fil«uS
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KEYS: CLBUD CBVER x o TB 00 » x CLBUD CBVER. *« • NS CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANK N &T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RfRECYCLEDK GfGBftD* F*FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB8R.PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE •%..... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MAOE FRBM RBV AND MSS.





















































































































CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBH-yS
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICROFILM ROLL
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KEYS: CLSUD CBVER % o TB 100 - x CLBUD CBVER* *• » NB CLSUO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R«RECYCL£D| GiG88D, F«FAIR BUT USABLE. P«PB0R,





C68RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R NBN-US






































































































































































































































































































































CLSUD CSVER. «* » NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
RESENT/REQUESTED. RBRECYCLED* G«G8aD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE,
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CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATASTANDARD CATALSG FOR NBN-US
FR8M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
MICR8FILM RBLL N8./ DATE CL8UD 8RE
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KEYS: CLSUD cevEp %
IMAGE QUALITY
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE
o TS 100 " % CLQUD CSVER* *» » NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
BLANKS-BAND N0T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCIEDS Q.GSfiD. F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P*PBBR.





C8BRDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R NBN-US
FRBM 07/23/72 T8 07/23/71
M1CR8FILM R8LL N8./ DATE
P8SITI6N IN RBLL ACQUIRED
RBV MSS
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IMAGE QUALITY ........
PRSDUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... 0 T8 100 • % CL8UD CSVER. *« • N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLf.
....... BLANKSsBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RECYCLED. G-GBBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P*PB8R*






COORDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATASTANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US
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IMAGE QUALITY •.
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE .......
o TB 100 • % CLOUD CBVER. »» • NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECVCLEDi GeGBBD* FiFAlR BUT USABLE. P-P88R.
R.MADE FROM RBy. M.MADE PR8M MSS. B.MADE FM8M RBV AND MSS.
. 00557 MAY 23, '7f t
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IMAGE QUALITY
PR8DUCTS ALREApY MADE .......
o TS 100 « x CLSUD CBVER. *» * NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND
 N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RfRECYCLED» G«G8BD. FtFAIR BUT USABLE* PsPe»R»R«MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B»MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.
r
00557 HAY 23*'7* C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N8N«US
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CLBUD cevERi *• • NB CL&UD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKSsBAMD N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED1. GfG9§D. F*FA1R BUT USABLE* P«PBBRt































































































































































































































































































CB8RD1NATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q FBR NBN.ijS
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KEYS: CLSUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALITY
ALREADY MADE .......
o TB 100 • x CLBUD CBVER. •« • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS- BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R«RECYCLED<» G»G88D» FtFAIR BUT USABLE*















































































C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N6N«l|S
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OQ — -.„ . - . - „„-PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE •» .....
CLSUD cevER. *# i NB CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RsRfCYCLEDg GtGBBD* F«FAI8 BUT USABLE.
R»MADE FR8M RBv. M.MADE FRBM MSS, BpMADE F«BM RBV AND MSS.




CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD ICATALBQ F8R N8N-US
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KEYS: CLBUD CSVER x <«........* o TS 100 • % CLSUD CBVER. «* • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY >... BLANKSIBAND NST PRESENT/REQUESTED* R§RECVCLEDS GSQSBO. F»FAIR BUT USABLE*






C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R NBN-US
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C COO
SUD CBVER. »* • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
BLANKS»jBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R*RfCYCLED, GiG88D, F«FAIR BUT USABLE.
» DE BV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRSM RBV AND MSS.






C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8Q F8R N8M*US
FR8M 07/8S/72 T8 07/23/73
R8LL N9./ DATE
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KEYS: CLBUD CBVER %
IMAGE QUALITY .,.....,
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE
....... o TB 100 • x CLBUD CBVER. »»^- NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
•i BLANKStBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RgCYCLEDi QpGBsD. F..FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P8BR.
....... R-MADE FR8M RBV. M.MADE FR8M MSS, B.MAOE FR9M RBV AND MSS.
r 00557 MAY 23*'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH pRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F.8R N8H»US





















































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS! CL8UD CB  . ..
 0  1 • X 8UO CBVER. »» * N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY •.......••..,., BLANKStBAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED'* RsR£CYCLED« QaGBSD*
P38DUCTS ALREADY MADE •*.•,.. R«MAOE FRBM RBV* MBMADE FRSM MSSt B»MAOE FRBM RBV AND MSS«
PAQE 0*77
IMAGE QUALITY PR9DUCTS
RBV MSS B P P B P













































C88RDINATE flgiTlNQ WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N98.US
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 0 TB 100 • x CLSUD ceyER* »» • NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RtRECYCUED* 0*0880. F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PB9R,P38DUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R«MADE FRSM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS, B«MADE FRSM RBV AND
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COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR N8N-U8



























































































































































































































CLOUD COVER* «* * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RsRfCYCLEDl GsGOOD* F*FA!R BUT USABLE* P«POOR*
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00157 MAY 93t '74 C88RDINATE UsTlNG WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR NSfcUUS
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 0 B 1 • x LBUD COVER. *» B NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.- N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G«G9eD» FiFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBR.
PRBDUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B-MADE FKBM RBV AND MSS.
00!57 MAY 23* C99RDJNATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR NB8.US
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00.'57 MAY 23* '74 CBBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US
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OOS57 MAY 23,'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
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PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE * BLANKSiBAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED'* R-RECYCUEDi GiGBSD. FiFAIR BUT USABLE. P*P88R........ R.MADE FRBM RBV. M.MADE FRBM MSS. B.MAOE PRBM RBV AND MSS*
00557 MAY 23,'74 CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G FOR N8&UUS
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IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS:
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•• • NB CL8UO DATA AyAILABLE.
BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESpNT/REOUESTED* R-RECVCLEDi GtGBBD. FtFAlR BUT USABLE* P«PB8Rt



























































































































































































































































































CSBRDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAtBG F6R N66UUS
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KEYS: CLSUD CBVER % o Te 100 « * CLBUD CSVER* «» * NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
JMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND N9T PRESENT/REQUESTED* RfRECYCL,EDi GvGBBDt F»FAIR BUT USABLE* P-P88R.
ALREADY MADE .%..... R»MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B.MADE FRBM RBV AND MSS*
OOS57 MAY 23*'74 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRODUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON-US
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IMAGE QUALITY • •*.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. GiGSfiD. FnFAIR BUT USABLE* P-POOR.
PR8DUCTS ALREADY MADE ....... R.MADE FROM RBV. M^MADE FROM MSS. B«MADE FKOM RBV AND MSS.
r
00557 MAY 23' CB8RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALOG F8R N6N-US



























































































































































































































































































































































































































CL8UD CBVERi •• § NB CL8UD DATA AVAILABLEt
^SENT/REQUESTED'* R-RECYCLED4 G-G80D* F«FAIR BUT USABLE* P»P88R.
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KEYS; cueuo CSVER % o re 100 • % CLSUD CBVER. »«. • NS CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..*..,.. BLANKS.BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTED. RiRgCYCLED. Q.G9BD. FfFAIR BUT US4BLE, P-P9BR.








C88RDINATE LISTING WITH PR8DUCT DATA
STANDARD CATAL8G F8R N8N-US

































































































































































































































































































































































































KEYS: CLSUD CSVER x o TS 100 • x CLSUD CSVER* *• * N8 CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY >.,.*..*•»....• BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RsRECYCLEOi GiGBeD* F«FA1R BUT USABLE*
PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE •* R.MADE FROM RBV. M.MADE FRSM MSS. B-MAOE F«BM RBV AND MSS.
00857 MAY 23*'74 COORDINATE LISTING WITH PRBDUCT DATA
STANDARD CATALBG F8R N6N-US
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KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % o TB * CLBUD CBVER. «» - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .........*..... BLANKS.BAND N0T PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED. GnGBSD* F»FAJ* BUT USABLE* P-PB9R.
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